CABIN DOOR WITH HATCH

POWDER COATED ALUMINUM FRAME
EXTRUSION #2062

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE OUTSIDE MEASUREMENTS (CUTOUT DIMENSIONS CAN BE DETERMINED BY REDUCING THE HEIGHT OF DOOR AND DEPTH OF HATCH DIMENSIONS BY 7/8", AND REDUCING THE WIDTH OF DOOR BY 1 3/4")
2. NEED DECK ANGLE OF DOOR AND HATCH INTERSECTION
3. NEED MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF HATCH IN THE OPEN POSITION FOR SHOCK PLACEMENT
4. SPECIFY DOORS IS HINGE TO THE RIGHT OR LEFT
5. BENT ALUMINUM POWDER COATED FRAME WITH SLIDE IN WATER SEAL
6. DOOR OPTIONS: PLEXIGLASS OR STARBOARD
7. STAINLESS STEEL PIANO HINGES
8. MOBELLA MS SECURE LOCK (OTHER LATCH OPTIONS AVAILABLE)
9. GAS SHOCK
10. ALUMINUM POWDER COATED HEADER
11. LOUVERS CAN BE ADDED FOR VENTILATION